Process and Drafting

Writing Process: 
Each of you will start and develop a paper differently.  To give you an example of a general process, below is usually how I approach writing an analytical piece: 

	Reflect on previous writings/what you want to or what you’ve been asked to work on.


	Flashdraft ideas


	Create a preliminary thesis 


	Collect initial body of evidence		   [revise thesis if necessary]


	Begin to establish big-picture organization 	   [based on idea relationship/development]


	Place evidence + find more where needed	   [revise org. as needed, maybe start ¶s]


	Begin drafting (or outlining) + adding analysis	   [fine tune thesis wording if necessary]


	Do the hard work of fully drafting, creating paragraphs, and putting it all together!!!!!


	Step back and look at the paper as a whole:
	Check to make sure your full thesis is discussed (e.g. reverse outlining)
	Look closely at DQ choices and analysis
	Look at topic sentences to hone flow 	[move things/reorg as necessary]


	Write Intro & Conclusion*


	Read paper OUT LOUD to proofread for typos, fix awkwardness, and improve flow overall..


*This might happen earlier in the process; I just generally write placeholder intros and conclusions and then full write and fine-tune it at the end.

All this means….
ALSO: I always keep an “Extras” section somewhere to save stuff I might want to use somehow/somewhere.

THE WRITING PROCESS
 IS NON-LINEAR!!
(and very personalized)


Step 1:  Reflect on previous writing.  What did you do well in your last writing?  What do you know you should work on, either in the process or writing stage??  Learn from this as you begin this writing process.  









Step 2:  Flashdraft.  Just get out any ideas for what you want to write about.  What in this text means something to you?  Any themes or messages you feel strongly about?  Start with what matters to you and how this text connects to that statement either by affirming or denying it.  (This doesn’t need to be in sentence form…get it down in a way that matters to you…)

Step 3:  Establish prelim thesis.  (and connect it to a prompt) Remember that a thesis = the controlling statement of your paper and must take a stance or position.  You’re looking for a cause/effect relationship here.    


Step 4:  Collecting your evidence….  DO this on a separate sheet of paper


Step 5: SEEING THE BIG PICTURE:  Overall Organization.  What are the major TOPICS of your essay? (NOT paragraphs…) These should come from your thesis statement.


Consider, now, organizing those topics.
Does one topic lead to another?  
	For example, can you really talk about Myrtle’s death before you talk about Daisy and Tom?  
	Is one topic stronger than another?  
	Note that “strongest points” can either go at the beginning or end of your paper, but if the first question is true (one topic leading to another), then you don’t have a choice where to put that topic. 
	What can you “save” for your conclusion?  
	The conclusion should be the space where you bring everything together, so perhaps there’s an idea you want to put there!





Step 7:  Beginning Drafting/Outlining…we’ll get more papers on this soon.

